Effects of liner stiffness for trans-tibial prosthesis: a finite element contact model.
The socket liner plays a crucial role in redistribution of the interface stresses between the stump and the socket, so that the peak interface stress could be reduced. However, how the peak stress is affected by various liner stiffnesses is still unknown, especially when the phenomenon of the stump slide within the socket is considered. This study employed nonlinear contact finite element analyses to study the biomechanical reaction of the stump sliding with particular attention to the liner stiffness effects of the trans-tibial prosthesis. To validate the finite element outcomes, experimental measurements of the interface stresses and sliding distance were further executed. The results showed that the biomechanical response of the stump sliding are highly nonlinear. With a less stiff liner, the slide distance of the stump would increase with a larger contact area. However, this increase in the contact area would not ensure a reduction in the peak interface stress and this is due to the combined effects of the non-uniform shape of the socket and the various sliding distances generated by the different liner stiffnesses.